24 February 1979

To The Central Committee of
MPLA—Workers’ Party

Dear Comrades,

We have just received your letter in answer to the invitation we sent you for the II. Congress of SWP.

It is, indeed, a very unfortunate fact our invitation letter reached you long after our Congress. We would have liked the honour of welcoming a delegation of MPLA.

I would like to emphasize that this unfortunate event will not be an obstacle to the establishment and development of comradely relations between our two Parties.

The documents of brief information about our Party and the Second Congress are enclosed.

Once again, I would like to stress the great respect and sympathy our Party has for the heroic struggle of the people of Angola, and their vanguard MPLA. We and all other revolutionary and progressive forces of Turkey are very much interested in your resolute and historical stand against colonialism, neo-colonialism and all the nefarious policies of imperialism and international reaction. We also feel a deep respect for the revolutionary state of Angola and her people who constitute a strong standpoint for peace, national independence, social progress and socialism in Africa and contribute a great deal in establishing a New International Economic Order in the world.

I send our best wishes for success to you comrades an to all militants of MPLA.

...
With our militant greetings and solidarity feelings,
Long live the Proletarian Internationalism!

Çağatay Anadol

Secretary of The Central Committee
For Propaganda And Agitation